Particular habits exhausted the nerve-force, especially the indulgence in narcotics, of which tobaccosmoking was one of the most common. In dealing with the subject of digestion, Mrs. Potts pointed out that all moving objects must change, that particles must be destroyed. There was a constant wear and tear of the body. Mental activity was more exhausting than physical exercise. To compensate for the loss which the body was always suffering, something must be added, and this was to be accomplished through the process of digestion. By the aid of the diagrams Mrs. Potts explained this function, tracing the passage of the food from its entry at the mouth through the esophagus into the stomach; the changes which it underwent there, the action of the small and the large intestines, the liver, pancreas, and glands connected with the same, and the special work accomplished by each.
tour, made her dibut before a London audience some two years ago, and her platform lectures then excited a good deal of interest. Her second course of lectures, on " Health and Disease," will doubtless enhance her reputation in the particular department of science which she has made the special object of her study. Though her voice is somewhat harsh and her speech full of the American accent, her manner is singularly pleasant and attractive. To speak without cessation for two hours is by no means an easy matter, and the physical strain on many constitutions would, at the close, make itself manifest. Not so with Mrs.
Potts. She appears to be as fresh at the close of her lecture as at the commencement. Her stores of information on every subject she discusses are apparently inexhaustible. If we had it stopped, this process of decay would be prevented. In her experience gold-stopping was the cheapest in the end. If it did cost more we should con- sider what return we got. We should use our money for our health, our comfort, and our lives. She had some teeth that had been filled for twenty years ; the dentist had her money, but she had her teeth, and could masticate with them and could not with her money.
If the tooth was really broken down and decayed, the best thing was to have it taken away. Anaesthetics could be used, so there was no excuse in talking about pain.
In regard to taking food, Mrs. Potts contended that we took too much liquid, washing the food, so to speak, into the stomach. The horse did not do anything so silly, and why should we do worse than the horse ? The liquids should come at times when there was no food in the mouth. She would not say, never have a liquid at the table. In dealing with the digestion of food in the stomach, Mrs. Potts gave a most amusing resume of the famous experiments and examinations conducted by Dr. Beaumont on the soldier who had a portion of the wall of his stomach blown away. Alcohol she described as an irritant poison, and emphatically condemned its use as a beverage, illustrating her remarks of the action of alcohol on the coats of the stomach by diagrams of those (1) 
